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In this paper, we establish error bound analysis for a finite-difference approxi-
mation to the solutions for a class of Nonlinear Parabolic Systems in the form
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .­r­ t ¨ q ­r­ x f ¨ q ­r­ y g ¨ q ­r­ z h ¨ s D D¨ . We assume that
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 <.bounded by O D x N ln D x for all positive time in an appropriate norm. Q 1996
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we will consider a finite-difference scheme to a nonlinear
parabolic system in dimension three. The equations are in the form
­ ¨ ­ ­ ­
q f ¨ q g ¨ q h ¨ s D D¨ .  .  .
­ t ­ x ­ y ­ z
­ 2 ­ 2 ­ 2
' D q q ¨ 1.1 .2 2 2 /­ x ­ y ­ z
with initial data
¨ x , y , z ; 0 s ¨ x , y , z . 1.2 .  .  .0
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q  1 m.T  1 m.T  1 m.THere t g R , ¨ s ¨ , . . . , ¨ , f s f , . . . , f , g s g , . . . , g ,
 1 m.T  1 m.Th s h , . . . , h , ¨ s ¨ , . . . , ¨ , and m is a fixed, positive integer.0 0 0
D is a constant, positive, diagonal matrix,
D s diag d , . . . , d , . . . , d , d ) 0. .1 p m p
We will show that the scheme is globally solvable and we will also
 .provide a rigorous error bound analysis. A more detailed form of 1.1
would be
1 1 ­ g1 ¨ 1 .­ f ¨ ­ h ¨­ ¨  .  .
­ y­ x ­ z­ t
. . .. . . .. q q q. . ..
m m m m­ ¨ ­ f ¨ ­ g ¨ ­ h ¨ .  .  . 0  0  0 0
­ t ­ z ­ y ­ z
d 0 ? ? ? 01
1D¨0 d 0 ? ? 02 ..s . 1.3 .. . . . . .. . . . .  0. . . . . mD¨ 0
0 ? ? ? ? dm
This system of equations is actually a system of parabolic conservation
law equations with artificial viscosity terms added to the right-hand side of
the equations. These viscosity terms completely change the nature of the
original conservation law equations, where all the variables are smoothed
out for positive time.
w xThis work is considered as an extension of 3 , in which, Hoff and
 .Smoller worked on a numerical scheme of 1.1 for the one dimension.
They showed that their scheme is globally solvable with an error bound
w xanalysis. One significant difference between this work and 3 is that, for
the one-dimensional case, they proved the global solvability of their
scheme using the invariant regions of the corresponding conservation law
equations. For higher dimensions, the existence of such invariant regions is
not known. To fix this problem, we use the fact of an entropy]entropy flux
 .pair of 1.1 to get the energy estimates and then prove the global
w xsolvability of the scheme using these estimates. The paper 2 is the
theoretical basis of this work, in which Hoff and Smoller proved the global
 .  .existence of the solutions to 1.1 ] 1.2 in higher dimensions. We will
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repeatedly use one of their results. This is the fact that the solutions to
 .  .1.1 ] 1.2 are given by
¨ p x , y , z ; t s G p )¨ p x , y , z ; t .  . .0
­ ­t p p p py G ) f ¨ ?, s q G ) g ¨ ?, s .  . .  .H  ­ x ­ y0
­
p pq G ) h ¨ ?, s ds, . . /­ z
1 2 2 2 3r2p y x qy qz .r4p d t .pG x , y , z ; t s e , p s 1, 2, . . . , m. . 3r2
4p d t .p
1.4 .
This work can be generalized to other dimensions which are larger than
one as well. The essential ideas are the same, but the technical details
need to be worked out. However, because of the highly technical nature of
the work, the author believes that it will be easier for readers to under-
stand the article if it is presented in the form just focusing on one
particular dimension. We choose dimension three here mainly because the
physical models which describe the real world problems are presented in
dimension three.
Before we move on to the construction of the scheme, we make the
p p p  .following general assumption to f , g , and h p s 1, 2, . . . , m .
m .A1 There exists a ball of radius r centered at a fixed point u g R
p p p  ..the ball will be denoted by Br u , such that f , g , h are defined on
2  ..Br u and are in C Br u . .
 . w xAssumption A1 is not exceptional, it was required by 2 and in fact, it
 .is met by many real, physical equations in the form of 1.1 . For example,
consider the system of equations which describe the compressible flow of
higher dimensions,
r q div ru s 0, .t
ru q div ru u q Pe s 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , n , 1.5 .  .  .i i it
rE q div rEu q Pu s 0, .  .t
when appropriate artificial viscosity terms are added to the right-hand side
 .  .T  . < < 2of 1.5 . r, u s u , . . . , u , P s P r, e , E s e q u r2 are respectively1 n
the density, velocity, pressure, and energy; e represents the ith standardi
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 .  .basic velocity. It has been checked that assumption A1 is met by 1.5
 w x.see 2 .
In this work, we will use the smooth data in which ¨ is assumed to be in0
3 3.  ` 3..H R which also implies that ¨ g L R and of class BV. We also0
require that for the initial data, the quantity
m
2 2p p p3 35 5 5 5C s ¨ y u q TV ¨ s ¨ y u q TV ¨ 1.6 .  . .H H0 0 0 0 0
ps1
is sufficiently small, depending on r, the exact smallness condition will be
specified in Lemma 3.1.
The plan of this paper is as follows. First, we will construct the finite-dif-
ference scheme and derive certain a priori energy estimates for the scheme
in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we will apply these a priori energy
estimates to show that the scheme can be solved up to any positive time,
provided that appropriate mesh conditions are satisfied. In Section 4, we
will derive bounds for the error in our approximate solution. Some
numerical results will be presented in Section 5.
Throughout the paper, we will use i, j, k to represent the indexes to
 .x, y, z directions. We will normally use n n G 1 to represent a fixed time
 .level, and q 1 F q F n to represent a changing time level. We will also
use the following discrete norm notations:
5 5 < < 3 5 5 < <w s w D x ; ww s sup w . 1.7 . 41 `i , j , k i , j , k i , j , k i , j , k
i , j , ki , j , k
Many of the estimates occurring in the next three sections are rather
long and technical; therefore, we have omitted most details which are
routine or purely computational in nature. At the same time, we have
endeavored to leave enough of the overall analysis intact so that the
essential mathematical ideas are clear.
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SCHEME AND
ENERGY ESTIMATES
Let D x be the space increment, let D t be the time increment with
x s i D x, y s j D x, z s k D x, i, j, k s y`, . . . , y1, 0, 1, . . . , q`; t q si j k
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q D t, q s 0, 1, 2, . . . . The approximation u p, q to the exact solutioni, j, k
p q.¨ x , y , z ; t is then computed from the following scheme:i j k
u p , q y u p , qy1 f p uqy1 y f p uqy1 .  .i , j , k i , j , k iq1, j , k iy1, j , kq
D t 2 D x
g p uqy1 y g p uqy1 h p uqy1 y h p uqy1 .  .  .  .i , jq1, k i , jy1, k i , j , kq1 i , j , ky1q q
2 D x 2 D x
u p , q y 2u p , q q u p , q u p , q y 2u p , q q u p , qiq1, j , k i , j , k iy1, j , k i , jq1, k i , j , k i , jy1, ks d qp 2 2 D x D x
u p , q y 2u p , q q u p , qi , j , kq1 i , j , k i , j , ky1q . 2.1 .2 /D x
We now introduce some new notations to simplify the scheme. For
nonnegative integers a , a , a , we definei j k
w , a s 0;¡ i , j , k i
w y wiq1, j , k i , j , k
a ~i , a s 1;d w s 2.2 .ix i , j , ki D x
a y1i¢d d w , a ) 1. .x x i , j , k ii i
d a j w , d ak w are defined similarly. We will use d a w to representy i, j, k z i, j, k i, j, kj k
ak a j a i ..the general difference d d d w , where a represents the tripletz y x i, j, kk j i
 . < <a , a , a with a s a q a q a . With the new notations, the schemei j k i j k
 .2.1 can be simplified to
u p , q y u p , qy1i , j , k i , j , k p , q p , qy1s S u , u , 2.3 . .i , j , k i , j , kD t
where
S u p , q , u p , qy1 s d d 2 q d 2 q d 2 u p , q .  /i , j , k i , j , k p x y z i , j , ki j k
1
p qy1 p qy1y d f u q f u .  . /x i , j , k iy1, j , k i2
qd g p uqy1 q g p uqy1 .  . /y i , j , k i , jy1, kj
qd h p uqy1 q h p uqy1 , .  . /z i , j , k i , j , ky1 /k
p s 1, 2, . . . , m. 2.4 .
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Define
1 z qD xr2 y qD xr2 x qD xr2k j ip , 0 pu s ¨ x , y , z dx dy dz , .H H Hi , j , k 03D x z yD xr2 y yD xr2 x yD xr2k j i
p s 1, 2, . . . , m , 2.5 .
m 2
a p , 0 a p , 0 p 3< <G s d u q d u y u D x ,     / /0 i , j , k i , j , k
ps1 i , j , k < < < <a s1 a F3
we then have the following lemma.
LEMMA 2.1. There exists a constant C which is independent of D x, D t,
such that
G F CC . 2.6 .0 0
Proof. We first look at the term
m
p , 0 3< <d u D x  x i , j , ki
ps1 i , j , k
p, 0  .of G . By definition of u in 2.5 , we have that0 i, j, k
m
p , 0 3< <d u D x  x i , j , ki
ps1 i , j , k
m 1 1 z qD xr2 y qD xr2 x qD xr2k j iq1 ps ¨ dx dy dz  H H H 03D x D x z yD xr2 y yD xr2 x yD xr2k j iq1ps1 i , j , k
1 z qD xr2 y qD xr2 x qD xr2k j i p 3y ¨ dx dy dz D xH H H 03D x z yD xr2 y yD xr2 x yD xr2k j i
m1 z qD xr2 y qD xr2 x qD xr2k j i ps ¨ x q D x , y , z .  H H H 0D x z yD xr2 y yD xr2 x yD xr2k j ips1 i , j , k
py¨ x , y , z dx dy dz . .0
m1 z qD xr2 y qD xr2 x qD xr2 xqD xk j i ps ¨ .  H H H H 0 xD x z yD xr2 y yD xr2 x yD xr2 xk j ips1 i , j , k
= s, y , z ds dx dy dz .
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m1 z qD xr2 y qD xr2 x qD xr2k j iF   H H H
D x z yD xr2 y yD xr2 x yD xr2k j ips1 i , j , k
=
x qD xr2i p¨ ds dx dy dz .H 0 x
x yD xr2i
m
z qD xr2 y qD xr2 x qD xr2k j i p< <F ¨ dx dy dz  H H H 0 x
z yD xr2 y yD xr2 x yD xr2k j ips1 i , j , k
F TV ¨ F G . 2.7 .  .0 0
Other terms of G can be proved similarly.0
 .Next, we derive a priori energy estimates of scheme 2.1 . Define
m
2 2n p , q p a p , q 3A s sup u y u q d u D x . .  i , j , k i , j , k 5
1FqFn ps1 i , j , k < <a s1
m n
2a p , q 3q d u D x D t . 2.8 . .    i , j , k
ps1 qs1 i , j , k < <a F2
 . n  .LEMMA 2.2. Assume that scheme 2.1 can be sol¨ ed up to t n G 1
q  .with u g Br u , 1 F q F n. g : Br u ª R; b s b , b , b : Br u ª .  .  .i, j, k 1 2 3
3  .  .  w x.R are an entropy]entropy flux pair of 1.1 ] 1.2 see 2 . Then, there exists
 . a constant C which depends on the fixed point u in A1 , m, d p sp
.1, 2, . . . , m and also depends on
l p l p l pmax D f ¨ , D g ¨ , D h ¨ , .  .  . ` ` `
 . < <1FpFm , ¨gBr u , l F2
l lD g ¨ , Db ¨ , .  . 4` 1, 2, 3 `
such that
An F CC 2.9 .0
and
m
2a p , q 3 1r2sup d u D x F CC . 2.10 . .   i , j , k 0 5
1FqFn ps1 i , j , k < <a s2, 3
Dl f p, Dlg p, Dlh p, Dlg , Dlb represent the partial deri¨ ati¨ es.1, 2, 3
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 .Proof. We will prove 2.9 by the following two parts. In the first part,
we will use the facts that g , b satisfy
T T T T
=g ¨ f 9 ¨ s =b ¨ , =g ¨ g 9 ¨ s =b ¨ , .  .  .  .  .  .1 2
T T
=g ¨ h9 ¨ s =b ¨ , .  .  .3
m m1 2.11 .2 2p p p p< < < <C* ¨ y u F g ¨ F ¨ y u , . C*ps1 ps1
T m0 F C* F 1, w g 0 ¨ w G 0, ¨ g Br u , w g R .  .
 w x.see 2 .
 .Since the proof of 2.9 is long and technical, we will only give a sketch
of the proof. Without losing ordinary generalities, we will sketch the proof
for the case m s 2; other cases can be generalized. We start with
g uq y g uqy1 .  .i , j , k i , j , k
D t
g u1, q , u2, q y g u1, qy1 , u2, q .  .i , j , k i , j , k i , j , k i , j , ks
D t
g u1, qy1 , u2, q y g u1, qy1 , u2, qy1 .  .i , j , k i , j , k i , j , k i , j , kq
D t
u1, q y u1, qy1i , j , k i , j , kX 1, ) 2, q
1s g u , u .u i , j , k i , j , k D t
u2, q y u2, qy1i , j , k i , j , kX 1, qy1 2, )
2q g u , u .u i , j , k i , j , k D t
by the mean-value theorem and u p , ) s m u p , q i , j , k p i , j , k
q 1 y m u p , qy1 , p s 1, 2; 0 F m F 1 . .p i , j , k p
s g X1 u1, ) , u2, q S u1, q , u1, qy1 .  .u i , j , k i , j , k i , j , k i , j , k
q g X2 u1, qy1 , u2, ) S u2, q , u2, qy1 by scheme 2.1 , . .  . u i , j , k i , j , k i , j , k i , j , k
S u1, q , u1, qy1 , S u2, q , u2, qy1 are defined by 2.3 ] 2.4 . .  . .  . /i , j , k i , j , k i , j , k i , j , k
2.12 .
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 .For any fixed integer n, 1 F n F n, we sum both sides of 2.12 forÄ Ä
q s 1, 2, . . . , n and i, j, k to getÄ
2 2
n 3 0 3Äg u D x y g u D x .  .   i , j , k i , j , k
ps1 i , j , k ps1 i , j , k
2 n
X 1, ) 2, q 1, q 1, qy1
1s g u , u S u , u .  .   u i , j , k i , j , k i , j , k i , j , k
ps1 qs1 i , j , k
X 1, qy1 2, ) 2, q 2, qy1 3
2qg u , u S u , u D x D t . 2.13 . .  .u i , j , k i , j , k i , j , k i , j , k
 .By applying the second inequality of 2.11 , we can get the estimate
2 2
2p , n p 3 n 3ÄC* u y u D x F g u D x . .   i , j , k i , j , k
ps1 i , j , k ps1 i , j , k
2 21 2
0 3 p , 0 p 3g u D x F u y u D x F G F CC . .     /i , j , k i , j , k 0 0C*ps1 i , j , k ps1 i , j , k
2.14 .
 .We then simplify the two terms on the right-hand side of 2.13 using
 .  .scheme 2.1 , inequalities in 2.11 , integration by parts in the discrete
 .sense, and 2.14 to get
2
2p , n p 3Äu y u D x .  i , j , k
ps1 i , j , k
2 nÄ
2a p , q 3F CC q C D x d u D x D t .   0 i , j , k
ps1 qs1 i , j , k < <a s2
2p , q p , qy12 nÄ u y ui , j , k i , j , k 3q C D x D t . 2.15 .    /D tps1 qs1 i , j , k
We now estimate the term
2p , q p , qy12 nÄ u y ui , j , k i , j , k 3D x D t .    /D tps1 qs1 i , j , k
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 p, q p, qy1.  .By multiplying u y u rD t on both sides of scheme 2.1 , sum-i, j, k i, j, k
ming over q s 1, 2, . . . , n; i, j, k, and simplifying, using the Young's in-Ä
equality, we get that
2p , q p , qy12 nÄ u y ui , j , k i , j , k 3D x D t    /D tps1 qs1 i , j , k
2 nÄ
2a p , q 3q d u D x D t .    i , j , k
ps1 qs1 i , j , k < <a s1
2 nÄ
2a p , q 3F CC q C D x d u D x D t . 2.16 . .   0 i , j , k
ps1 qs1 i , j , k < <a s2
 .  .By adding 2.16 to 2.15 , we then get
2 2 nÄ2 2p , n p 3 a p , q 3Äu y u D x q d u D x D t . .     i , j , k i , j , k
ps1 i , j , k ps1 qs1 i , j , k < <a s1
2 nÄ
2a p , q 3F CC q C D x d u D x D t . 2.17 . .   0 i , j , k
ps1 qs1 i , j , k < <a s2
The first part is done.
In the second part, we estimate the first-order derivative terms defined
n  . 2 p, qin A . We multiply both sides of 2.1 by d u , sum over q s 1, 2, . . . , n;Äx i, j, ki
i, j, k, and simplify to get
2 2 nÄ 22p , n 3 2 2 2 p , q 3Äd u D x q d qd qd u D x D t .      /x i , j , k x x y x z i , j , k /i i i j i k
ps1 i , j , k ps1 qs1 i , j , k
2 n
2a p , q 3F CC q C D x d u D x D t ; 2.18 . .   0 i , j , k
ps1 qs1 i , j , k < <a s2
the other two first-order derivative terms can be bounded in a similar way,
and we finally get
2 2 nÄ
2 2a p , n 3 a p , q 3Äd u D x q d u D x D t . .      i , j , k i , j , k
ps1 i , j , k < < ps1 qs1 i , j , k < <a s1 a s2
2 nÄ
2a p , q 3F CC q C D x d u D x D t . 2.19 . .   0 i , j , k
ps1 qs1 i , j , k < <a s2
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 .Since n is any fixed integer between 1 and n, we then get from 2.17 ,Ä
 .  .2.19 in general cases that
m
2 2p , q p a p , q 3sup u y u q d u D x . .  i , j , k i , j , k 5
1FqFn ps1 i , j , k < <a s1
m n
2a p , q 3q d u D x D t .    i , j , k
ps1 qs1 i , j , k < <a F2
m n
2a p , q 3F CC q C D x d u D x D t ; 2.20 . .   0 i , j , k
ps1 qs1 i , j , k < <a s2
 .  .2.9 follows from 2.20 when we choose D x small enough such that
1C D x - .2
 .  .We now prove 2.10 by using the adjoint scheme of 2.1 . Since the
 .proofs to a s 2 and a s 3 are similar, we will only prove 2.10 for a s 2.
 .  . < <For each fixed q 1 F q F n and a s a , a , a with a s 2, let1 2 3
 p, l 4f be the solutions of the following scheme to be solvedi, j, k ps1, 2, . . . , m
backward:
f p , l y f p , ly1i , j , k i , j , k 2 2 2 k , ly1q d q d q d f s 0, 1 F l F q , /x y z i , j , ki j kD t
d au p , qi , j , kp , qf s . 2.21 .i , j , k 1r22a p , q 3 d u D x . /i , j , k i , j , k
p, ly1  .We then multiply f to both sides of 2.21 and sum over i, j, k;i, j, k
 .l s q, . . . , q 1 F q F q to getÄ Ä
q
22p , q 3 a p , l 3Äf D x q d f D x D t .  .  i , j , k i , j , k
i , j , k i , j , klsqÄ
2
a p , qd ui , j , k 3F D x F 1. 2.22 . 1r22 0a p , q 3i , j , k  d u D x . /i , j , k i , j , k
 < < .By adding the terms with other q and a a s 2 in a similar way, we
can get the following estimate for f p, q :i, j, k
m
2p , l 3sup f D x .  i , j , k 5
1FlFq ps1 i , j , k
qm
2a p , l 3q d f D x D t F 1. 2.23 . .    i , j , k
ps1 ls1 i , j , k < <a s2
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2 p, l  .We then multiply d f on both sides of 2.1 and sum over i, j, k,x i, j, ki
and l s 1, 2, . . . , q to get
q p , l p , ly1u y ui , j , k i , j , k 2 p , ly1 3d f D x D t  x i , j , kiD tls1 i , j , k
q1
2 p , ly1 p ly1 p ly1q d f d f u q f u .  .   /x i , j , k x i , j , k iy1, j , ki i2 ls1 i , j , k
qd g p uly1 q g p uly1 .  . /y i , j , k i , jy1, kj
p ly1 p ly1 3qd h u q h u D x D t .  . /z i , j , k i , j , ky1k
q
2 p , ly1 2 2 2 p , l 3s d f d q d q d u D x D t . 2.24 .   /x i , j , k x y z i , j , ki i j k
ls1 i , j , k
 .The term on the right-hand side of 2.24 is equal to
q
2 p , ly1 2 2 2 p , l 3d f d q d q d u D x D t   /x i , j , k x y z i , j , ki i j k
ls1 i , j , k
q
2 p , l 2 2 2 p , ly1 3s d u d q d q d f D x D t ; 2.25 .   /x i , j , k x y x i , j , ki i j k
ls1 i , j , k
 .the first term on the left-hand side of 2.24 can be simplified to
q p , l p , ly1u y ui , j , k i , j , k 2 p , ly1 3d f D x D t  x i , j , kiD tls1 i , j , k
q q
p , l 2 p , l 3 p , ly1 2 p , ly1 3s u d f D x y u d f D x   i , j , k x i , j , k i , j , k x i , j , ki i
ls1 i , j , k ls1 i , j , k
n 2 p , l 2 p , ly1d f y d fx i , j , k x i , j , ki i p , l 3y u D x D t  i , j , kD tls1 i , j , k
s d 2 u p , q f p , q D x 3 y d 2 u p , 0 f p , 0 D x 3 x i , j , k i , j , k x i , j , k i , j , ki i
i , j , k i , j , k
q p , l p , ly1f y fi , j , k i , j , k 2 p , l 3y d u D x D t . 2.26 .  x i , j , kiD tls1 i , j , k
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 .  .  .  .We put the estimates 2.25 , 2.26 back into 2.24 , use the scheme 2.21
 .  .for a s 2, 0, 0 , and also use 2.23 to get
22 p , q 3d u D x  .x i , j , ki
i , j , k
1r2 1r2
2 22 p , 0 3 p , 0 3F d u D x f D x .  .x i , j , k i , j , ki  / /
i , j , k i , j , k
1r2m n
2a p , q 3qC d f D x D t .    i , j , k /
ps1 qs1 i , j , k < <a s2
1r2m n
2a p , q 3 1r2= d u D x D t F CC . 2.27 . .    i , j , k 0 /
ps1 qs1 i , j , k < <a s1
m  a p, q .2 3The other terms in the form of    d u D x can beps1 i, j, k < a <s2 i, j, k
estimated similarly.
 . nCOROLLARY 2.3. Assume that the scheme 2.1 can be sol¨ ed up to t
q .n G 1 with u g Br u , 0 F q F n. Then, there is a constant C which .i, j, k
 .  .depends on the fixed point u in A1 , m, d p s 1, 2, . . . , m andp
l p l p l pmax D f ¨ , D g ¨ , D h ¨ , .  .  . ` ` `
 . < <1FpFm , ¨gBr u , l F2
l tD g ¨ , Db ¨ : .  . 4` 1, 2, 3 `
1r2p , q p 1r25 5u y u F C C q C , 0 F q F n , p s 1, 2, . . . , m; .` 0 0
2.28 .
g , b are as described in Lemma 2.2.
 .Proof. Equation 2.28 is derived by using Lemma 2.2 and the Schwarz
 w x.inequality in the discrete sense see 4 .
3. SOLVABILITY
 .In this section, we will prove the global solvability of scheme 2.1 by
using the energy estimates obtained in Section 2. The exact results are
formulated in the next theorem.
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 .  .THEOREM 3.1. Assume that the pregi¨ en physical data of 1.1 ] 1.2 are
as described in the following:
 .1 m is a fixed, positi¨ e integer.
 .  .  .2 D s diag d , . . . , d , . . . , d , d ) 0 p s 1, 2, . . . , m is a con-1 p m p
stant, positi¨ e, diagonal matrix.
m .3 u is a fixed point in R .
p p .  .4 There exists a ball of radius r centered at u: Br u , such that f , g ,
p 2 .   ..h p s 1, 2, . . . , m are defined on Br u and are in C Br u . .
With the pregi¨ en physical data described abo¨e, then there exists a constant C
3 3.  3.as described in Lemma 2.2 such that if ¨ is in H R l BV R , and0
1r2 31r2C C q C F r , 3.1 . .0 0 4
and if D x, D t satisfy the mesh-ratio conditions
1C D x - , 3.2 .2
D t
l p l p l pm max D f ¨ q D g ¨ q D h ¨ .  .  .` ` `2 D x  . < <1FpFm , ¨gBr u , l s1
D t 1
q12 d F , 3.3 .p 2 5 4D x
 . nthen scheme 2.1 can be sol¨ ed up to any time t and the solution satisfies
3p , q p5 5u y u F r , 0 F q F n , p s 1, 2, . . . , m. 3.4 .` 4
 .Remarks. 1. Inequality 3.2 is required in the proof of Lemma 2.2
 .and 3.3 is a CFL-type of condition which ensures the stability of the
scheme.
 .  .2. The mesh-ratio conditions 3.2 ] 3.3 are solely in terms of the
pre-given physical data and can be computed independently of time and
initial data.
Proof. We divide the proof into two parts. In the first part, we prove
 .the local solvability, in which we show that if scheme 2.1 has been solved
to a certain fixed time level, then the scheme can also be advanced one
level up. In the second part, we prove the global solvability in which we will
 .show that if the meshes D x, D t are independent of time, then scheme 2.1
n  .can be solved up to any positive time t n G 1 . We are going to omit
most details because of the technical nature of the proof.
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We now prove the local solvability. Assume that the scheme has been
n  .solved up to t n G 1 with
3p , q p5 5u y u F r , 1 F q F n , p s 1, 2, . . . , m. 3.5 .` 4
For l s 1, 2, . . . , we define the following fixed-point iteration:
T l . 1,  l . m ,  l .u s u , . . . , u , 3.6 .  .
1p ,  l . p , n p n p nu s u y D t d f u q f u .  . .i , j , k i , j , k x i , j , k iy1, j , k2 i
qd g p un q g p un .  . .y i , j , k i , jy1, kj
3.7 .
p n p n 2 2 2 p ,  ly1.qd h u q h u q D t d d q d q d u , .  . .  /z i , j , k i , j , ky1 p x y z i , j , kk i j k
u p , 0. s u p , n , p s 1, 2, . . . , m.i , j , k i , j , k
Then, we can prove by mostly the arguments of basic analysis, together
 .  .with 3.2 ] 3.3 , to get the following two results:
 .1 For any l s 1, 2, . . .
p ,  l .u g Br u 3.8 .  .i , j , k
 .2
p ,  l . p , nq1 p , nq1lim u s u , u g Br u . 3.9 .  .i , j , k i , j , k i , j , k
lª`
That this shows that the scheme can be advanced to time level t nq1;
therefore the local solvability is done.
 .So far, we have proved that the scheme 2.1 can also be advanced from
n nq1  . nt to t , assuming that scheme 2.1 has been solved to t , and the
solution satisfies
3p , q p5 5u y u F r , 1 F q F n , p s 1, 2, . . . , m;` 4
p , nq1 p5 5u y u F r , p s 1, 2, . . . , m. 3.10 .`
To prove the global solvability, we only need to prove that u p, nq1i, j, k
further satisfies
3p , nq1 p5 5u y u F r , p s 1, 2, . . . , m , 3.11 .` 4
 .which is a direct result of Corollary 2.3 and 3.1 . Therefore, the whole
process of part 1 can be repeated up to any time level.
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4. PROOF OF THE ERROR BOUND
In this section, we will apply the results of previous sections to prove the
 .  q 4error bound of scheme 2.1 . We define a sequence a asi, j, k qs0, 1, . . .
Ci , j , k0a s ,i , j , k 3D x
1¡
, i , j, ks0,2 2 2 0 ~ 31ydD t d q d qd a s / D xx y z i , j , k /i j k ¢
0, otherwise,
4.1 .
1 y d D t d 2 q d 2 q d 2 aq s aqy1 , q s 1, 2, . . . , /x y z i , j , k i , j , k /i j k
where d is a fixed positive constant and C are appropriate constants.i, j, k
 q 4Remark. a is the fundamental solution of the schemei, j, k
w n y w ny1i , j , k i , j , k 2 2 2 ns d d q d q d w , .x y z i , j , kD t
which is based on the scalar heat equation:
­ 2 ­ 2 ­ 2
w s d q q w.t 2 2 /­ y­ x ­ z
We also define the convolution in discrete sense by
W ) Z s W Z D x 3. 4.2 .  .i9 , j9 , k 9  iy i9 , jyj9 , kyk 9 i , j , k
i , j , k
We can prove that
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5W ) Z F W Z , W ) Z F W Z , 4.3 .` ` 1 1 1 1
and
d a W ) Z s d aW ) Z s W ) d aZ . 4.4 .  .  .  .
 n 4LEMMA 4.1. The solution W of the nonhomogeneous differencei, j, k
equation
W n y W ny1i , j , k i , j , k 2 2 2 n ny1s d q d q d W q h 4.5 . /x y z i , j , k i , j , ki j kD t
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is gi¨ en by
n
n n 0 nyq qy1W s a )W q a ) h D t . 4.6 .  .  .i , j , k i , j , ki , j , k
qs1
n   ..Proof. The lemma is proved by plugging W defined in 4.6 intoi, j, k
 .  .  .the left-hand side of 4.5 and simplifying by using 4.1 ] 4.4 .
 q 4  .LEMMA 4.2. The sequence a defined in 4.1 satisfiesi, j, k
C C
q a q q5 5 5 5a F , d a F , t ) 0, 4.7 .` 1i , j , k i , j , k3r2 < <a r2q qt t .  .
where C is a constant independent of t n.
w x  .Proof. See the corresponding proofs in 3 pp 39 .
 1 p m.T  .LEMMA 4.3. Let ¨ s ¨ , . . . , ¨ , . . . , ¨ be the exact solution of 1.1
 .  3.  . m  p.which is gi¨ en by 1.4 . If ¨ g BV R with V s TV ¨ s  TV ¨ ,0 0 ps1 0
p  .G is the heat kernel defined in 1.4 , then for t ) 0,
< <a y1a p y < a < r2 a p y1r2D G ?, t F Ct , D ¨ ?, t F CV t , .  .  .1 1
4.8 .a p y1r2D ¨ ?, t F CVt . . `
< <a s1
w xProof. See the corresponding proofs in 3, p. 45 .
In the following lemma, we will use G to represent the usual heat kernel
defined by
y3r2 2 2 2y x qy qz .r4 dtG s 4p dt e , .
where d is some positive constant. We will use P to represent the
 .pointwise evaluation operator at point x , y , z ; that is, Pw si j k
 .w x , y , z . We will also use the notationsi j k
p n p , n p n p , n 3¨ x , y , z ; t y u s ¨ x , y , z ; t y u D x , .  .i j k i , j , k i j k i , j , k1
i , j , k
p p , 0 p p , 0 35 5P¨ y u s ¨ x , y , z y u D x , .10 i , j , k 0 i j k i , j , k
i , j , k
p p¨ y P ¨ .0 0 1
z y xk j i p ps ¨ x , y , z y ¨ x , y , z dx dy dz , .  . H H H 0 0 i j k
z y xky1 jy1 iy1i , j , k
z y xk j ih hp p p p¨ y ¨ s ¨ y ¨ dx dy dz , 4.9 . .  . H H H0 0 0 01
z y xky1 jy1 iy1i , j , k
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 P .h p h hwhere ¨ s ¨ ) j , j is a mollifier. If ¨ is assumed to be in0 0 0
3 3.  3. p, 0H R l BV R , then we can prove by mainly the definition of ui, j, k
and the Cauchy]Schwarz inequality that
p p , 0 p pP ¨ y u F C D x , ¨ y P ¨ F C D x , .  .0 i , j , k 0 0 11
4.10 .
hp p¨ y ¨ F Ch , .0 0 1
where C is some constant.
3 3.  3.  .LEMMA 4.4. Let w g H R l BV R with V s TV w . Then0 0
n n < <a ) Pw y P G ?, t )w F CV D x ln D x , 4.11 .  . .0 0 1
n  .where a is defined in 4.1 and G is the usual heat kernel.
 .Proof. We use w x, y, z; t to represent the solution of
­ w ­ 2 ­ 2 ­ 2
s d q q w , w x , y , z ; 0 s w x , y , z , .  .02 2 2 /­ t ­ x ­ y ­ z
4.12 .
 .and w x, y, z; t to represent the solution ofÄ
­ w ­ 2 ­ 2 ­ 2Ä
h hs d q q w , w ?, 0 s w s w ) j , 4.13 .  .Ä Ä 0 02 2 2 /­ t ­ x ­ y ­ z
where jh is a mollifier and
w x , y , z ; t s G)w ?, 0 s G) w ) jh . 4.14 .  .  .Ä Ä  .0
Then
n na ) P w y P G ?, t )w .  . .0 0 1
n n h n h n hF a ) P w y a ) P w q a ) P w y P G ?, t )w .  . .  .  .0 0 0 01 1
n h nq P G ?, t )w y P G ?, t )w . 4.15 .  .  . . .0 0 1
We can show that the first term and the third term on the right-hand side
 .of 4.15 are bounded by
n n ha ) P w y a ) P w .  .0 0 1
n h nq P G ?, t )w y P G ?, t )w F CV D x . 4.16 .  .  . . .0 0 1
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 . nWe now concentrate on the middle term of 4.15 . We use h toi, j, k
represent the error given by
w x , y , z ; t n y w x , y , z ; t ny1Ä Ä .  .i j k i j k
D t
s d d 2 q d 2 q d 2 w x , y , z ; t n q h n , 4.17 .Ä  . /x y z i j k i , j , ki j k
 .since w is the solution of 4.13 . We then haveÄ
2 2 2­ w ­ ­ ­Ä
n<s d q q w ; 4.18 .Ä  x , y , z ; t .i j k2 2 2n  / .x , y , z ; t­ t ­ x ­ y ­ zi j k
 .  .by substracting 4.18 from 4.17 , we have that
n ny1 nw x , y , z ; t y w x , y , z ; t ­ w x , y , x ; tÄ Ä Ä .  . .i j k i j k i j kn5 5h F y1
D t ­ t 1
2 2 2 nq d d q d q d w x , y , z ; tÄ  . /x y z i j ki j k
2 2 2­ ­ ­
ny q q w x , y , z ; t . 4.19 .Ä  .i j k2 2 2 /­ x ­ y ­ z
1
 .We now estimate the first term of 4.19 ,
n ny1 nw x , y , z ; t y w x , y , z ; t ­ w x , y , z ; tÄ Ä Ä .  . .i j k i j k i j ky
D t ­ t 1
nn1 ­ w x , y , z ; t ­ w x , y , z ; tÄ Ä .  .t i j k i j k 3s y dt D x H  /ny1D t ­ t ­ tti , j , k
2n n1 ­ w x , y , z ; s .Ät t i j k 3s ds dt D x H H 2ny1D t ­ st ti , j , k
2­ w x , y , z ; s .Ä i j k 3F D t sup D x 2­ sny1 n i , j , kt FsFt
aF D t sup D w x , y , z ; s .Ä 1
ny1 n < <t FsFt a s4
3
l aq D x D w x , y , z ; s .Ä  1
ls1 < <a slq4
by using the fact that w satisfies 4.13 ] 4.14 .  . .Ä
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F CV D t syl r2 D xyq ? l q q s 3, t ny1 F s F t n , h s D x .
by using 4.8 . 4.20 .  . .
The second term is estimated similarly, and we finally get the estimate:
5 n 5 yl r2 yqh F CV D t s D x l q q s 3 . 4.21 .  .1
 n.  .Since w x , y , z ; t is the solution of 4.17 , by Lemma 4.1, we have thatÄ i j k
w x , y , z ; t n s P G ?, t n )w h .Ä  .  .i j k 0
n
n h nyq qy1s a ) Pw q a )h D t , 4.22 . . .  i , j , ki , j , k0
qs1
so that
n h n ha ) Pw y P G ?, t )w . .0 0 1
ny1
ny1 0 nyq qy15 5 5 5 5 5F h D t q h t q a )h D t1 1 1
qs2
ny1 1
< <F CV D x q CV D x D t F CV D x ln D x . 4.23 . qy1tqs2
 .  .  .  .Formula 4.11 follows from 4.15 , 4.16 , and 4.23 .
n  1, n p, n m , n.TNext, we estimate the truncation error t s t , . . . , t , . . . , t
defined by
¨ p x , y , z ; t n .i j k
s an ) P¨ p . . i , j , k0
n1
nyq p qy1y a ) d f ¨ x , y , z ; t .  /x i j ki2 qs1
qf p ¨ x , y , z ; t qy1 . / /iy1 j k
qd g p ¨ x , y , z ; t qy1 q g p ¨ x , y , z ; t qy1 .  . /  / /y i j k i jy1 kj
qd h p ¨ x , y , z ; t qy1 . /z i j kk
p qy1 p , nqh ¨ x , y , z ; t D t q t , . / /i j ky1 i , j , k/
i , j , k
p s 1, 2, . . . , m , 4.24 .
 .  .where ¨ represents the exact solution of 1.1 ] 1.2 .
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n LEMMA 4.5. There is a constant C which depends on , m, d p sp
.  .1, 2, . . . , m , the fixed point u in A1 , and
l p l p l pmax D f ¨ , D g ¨ , D h ¨ , .  .  . ` ` `
 . < <1FpFm , ¨gBr u , l F2
l lD g ¨ , Db ¨ .  . 4` 1, 2, 3 `
such that
m
n p , n n5 5 5 5 < <t s t F C t V D x ln D x , 4.25 .  .1 1
ps1
 .V s TV ¨ 0
 .  .  .Proof. Since ¨ is the exact solution of 1.1 ] 1.2 , then by 1.4 , we have
that
¨ p x , y , z ; t n .i j k
s P G p ?, t n )¨ p . .0
n ­ ­t p n p py P G ?, t y s ) f ¨ ?, s q g ¨ ?, s .  .  . .  .H  ­ x ­ y0
­
pq h ¨ ?, s ds . 4.26 .  . . /­ z
 .  .We then substitute the left-hand side of 4.24 by 4.26 to get




f p ¨ x , y , z ; t qy1 y f p ¨ x , y , z ; t qy1 .  . /  /iq1 j k iy1 j k)  2 D x
­




g p ¨ x , y , z ; t qy1 y g p ¨ x , y , z ; t qy1 .  . /  /i jq1 k i jy1 k)  2 D x
­
p qy1y g x , y , z ; t D t .i j k­ y 1




h p ¨ x , y , z ; t qy1 y h p ¨ x , y , z ; t qy1 .  . /  /i j kq1 i j ky1)  2 D x
­
p qy1y h x , y , z ; t D t .i j k­ z 1
m n ­
nyq p qy1q a ) P f ¨ ?, t . .   /­ xps1 qs1
­
p nyq p qy1yP G ?, t ) f ?, t D t .  . . /­ x 1
m n ­
nyq p qy1q a ) P g ¨ ?, t . .   /­ yps1 qs1
­
p nyq p qy1yP G ?, t ) g ¨ ?, t D t .  . . /­ y 1
m n ­
nyq p qy1q a ) P h ¨ ?, t . .   /­ zps1 qs1
­
p nyq p qy1yP G ?, t ) h ¨ ?, t D t .  . . /­ z 1
m n ­
nyq p qy1q P G ?, t ) f ¨ ?, t D t .  . .   / ­ xps1 qs1
n ­t p n p qy1yP G ?, t y s )5 f ¨ ?, t ds .  . .H /­ x0 1
m n ­
p nyq p qy1q P G ?, t ) g ¨ ?, t D t .  . .   / ­ yps1 qs1
n ­t p n p qy1yP G ?, t y s ) g ¨ ?, t ds .  . .H /­ y0 1
m n ­
p nyq P qy1q P G ?, t ) h ¨ ?, t D t .  . .   / /­ zps1 qs1
n ­t p n p qy1yP G ?, t y s ) G ¨ ?, t ds . .  . .H /­ z0 1
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The first term on the right-hand side above can be estimated by Lemma
< <4.4, which is bounded by C D x ln D x . The other nine terms can be
estimated in similar patterns; therefore, we will only concentrate on the
second term which is a typical one:
p qy1 p qy1m n f ¨ x , y , z ; t y f ¨ x , y , z ; t .  . /  /iq1 j k iy1 j knyqa )   2 D xps1 qs1
­
p qy1y f x , y , z ; t D t . /i j k­ x
1
m x1 ­iny1 p 0F D t a ) f ¨ x , y , z ; t . . H 2 D x ­ xxiy1ps1
p 0yf ¨ x , y , z ; t dx . / /i j k 1
m ny1 x1 ­inyq p qy1qD t a ) f ¨ x , y , z ; t .  H  / j k 2 D x ­ xxiy1ps1 qs2
p qy1yf ¨ x , y , z ; t dx . / /i j k 1
m x1 ­i0 p ny1qD t a ) f ¨ x , y , z ; t . H  / j k 2 D x ­ xxiy1ps1
p ny1yf ¨ x , y , z ; t dx . / /i j k / 1
m ny1
nyq5 5F C D t q D x sup a  1
x FxFx ps1 qs2iy1 iq1
2­
p qy1= f ¨ x , y , z ; t D t . /j k2­ x 1
m ny1
nyqF C D t q D x a 
ps1 qs2
2x x1 ­i i p qy1) f ¨ x , y , z ; t dx dx D tÄ Ä .H H  /j k2 2 D x ­ xx xiy1 1
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m ny1
p qy1F C D t q D x ¨ x , y , z ; t .   x x i k 1
ps1 qs2
2p qy1q ¨ x , y , z ; t D t /x i k 2
m ny1
y1r2qy1F C D t q D x t .  ps1 qs2
2
l a p qy1q D x D ¨ ?, t D t .  x 1 /ls1 < <a sl
m ny1
y1r2qy1F C D t q D x t . 
ps1 qs2
2ny1 1 D x
qD x q 1 q D t 1r2qy1 /D tt .qs2
nF C t D x . .
 p, q 4The final error bound for the approximate solution u obtainedi, j, k
 .from 2.1 is given in the next theorem.
THEOREM 4.6. Let the physical data be as described in Theorem 3.1; we
also assume that all the hypotheses for the initial data ¨ , C and for the0 0
meshes D x, D t in Theorem 3.1 are in force. For any fixed positi¨ e time T ,
 . there exists a constant C depending on T , V s TV ¨ , m, d p s 1,0 p
.  .2, . . . , m , the fixed point u in A1 , and
l p l p l pmax D f ¨ , D g ¨ , D h ¨ , .  .  . ` ` `
 . < <1FpFm , ¨gBr u , l F2
l lD g ¨ , Db ¨ , .  . 4` 1, 2, 3 `
such that for t n F T ,
m
p n p , n¨ x , y , z ; t y u . i j k i , j , k 1
ps1
m
p n p , n 3s ¨ x , y , z ; t y u D x .  i j k i , j , k
ps1 i , j , k
< <F C T D x ln D x . 4.27 .  .
g , b are as described in Section 2.
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 p, n 4  .Proof. Since u is the solution of 2.1 , we apply Lemma 4.1 to geti, j, k
that
u p , n s P an )u p , 0 . i , j , ki , j , k
n1
nyq p qy1 p qy1y P a ) d f u q f u .  .  /x i , j , k iy1, j , ki2 qs1
qd g p uqy1 q g p uqy1 .  . /y i , j , k i , jy1, kj
p qy1 p qy1qd h u q h u D t . 4.28 . .  . /z i , j , k i , j , ky1k /
i , j , k
 .  .By substracting 4.24 from 4.28 and simplifying, we get that
m
p n p , n¨ x , y , z ; t y u . i j k i , j , k 1
ps1
m n
p p , 0 p qy1 p , qy15 5F 2 P¨ y u q ¨ x , y , z ; t y u D t . 10 i , j , k i j k i , j , k 1
ps1 qs1
p , n5 5q t .1i , j , k
n




n p n p , nE s ¨ x , y , z ; t y u , . i j k i , j , k 1
ps1
4.30 .n
n p q p , q< <V s C T D x ln D x q ¨ x , y , z ; t y u D t , .  . i j k i , j , k 1
qs0
 .then by 4.30 , we have that
En F V n 4.31 .
and
V n y V ny1 s En D t - V n D t ,
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which implies
1 1
n ny1 0 < <V F V F V F C T D x ln D x . 4.3,2 .  .n1 y D t 1 y D t .
 .  .  .Equation 4.27 follows from 4.31 and 4.32 .
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
 .In this section, we present some numerical results by scheme 2.1 . Since
similar theorical results can also be obtained for two-dimensional cases, we
 .did the numerical experiment of scheme 2.1 based on a two-dimensional
system for the convenience of displaying it.
Consider the equations
U q V q W s e U q U .t x y x x y y
V 2 VW
1.4V q q U q s e V q V .t x x y y / /U U yx 5.1 .
VW W 2
1.4W q q q U s e W q W .t x x y y /  /U Ux y
which are obtained from the two-dimensional Euler equations for ideal gas
in the form
r q ru q r¨ s 0 .  . yxt
ru q ru2 q p r q ru¨ s 0 .  .  . . yt x 5.2 .
r¨ q ru¨ q r¨ 2 q p r s 0 .  .  . .t x y
 . 1.4by taking U s r, V s ru, W s r¨ , p r s r and adding small artificial
viscosity terms on the right-hand side of the equations.
 . w x w xWe did the computation for 5.1 on the region Q s 0, 1 = 0, 1 with
e s 10y3, D x s 0.05, and D t s D x 2 s 0.0025. We took the initial data
2 2 2 2’ ’U x , y , 0 s b x q y q 5.5, V x , y , 0 s W x , y , 0 s c x q y , .  .  .
5.3 .
 .where b, c are positive constants. The constant 5.5 in U x, y, 0 was used to
keep that function strictly away from 0, since U s r is the density of the
gas which is required to be positive.
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The boundary conditions were taken to be
­U y1, y , t ­U 1, y , t ­U x , y1, t ­U x , 1, t .  .  .  .
s s 0, s s 0,
­ x ­ x ­ y ­ y
­ V y1, y , t ­ V 1, y , t ­ V x , y1, t ­ V x , 1, t .  .  .  .
s s 0, s s 0,
­ x ­ x ­ y ­ y
­ W y1, y , t ­ W 1, y , t ­ W x , y1, t ­ W x , 1, t .  .  .  .
s s 0, s s 0.
­ x ­ x ­ y ­ y
5.4 .
Figures 1 and 2 are displays of the numerical results. Figure 1 shows the
results of the three variables at time T s 1 for b s 0.05, c s 0.01; Fig. 2
shows the results of the three variables at time T s 1 for b s 0.5, c s 0.1.
Since the theorical results were obtained by assuming that the initial
data is sufficiently small, one would expect that the scheme would work
better for relatively small data than for large data, and this expectation is
in fact borne out by the comparison of the two figures.
FIG. 1. b s 0.05, c s 0.01.
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FIG. 2. b s 0.5, c s 0.1.
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